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Anyone**; problem of personal finance is essentially knowing hie income and
planning his outgo* A prudent man will project his planning well into the fu-
ture, and through systematic savings
,
proper investments, and continual thought
and consideration of objectives* prepare for retirement* education of children.
and* lastly* upon death for the welfare of his loved ones*
The writer, a military officer, is by no stretch of the imagination an au-
thority in the field of estate planning, and its associated fields of insurance
and investments* xiowever, if the survey used to obtain data for t.is thesis stim-
ulated discussions in the wardrooms or homes of the submarine officers involved,
then perhaps some benefit has been derived from this effort*
Grateful acknowledgement is extended to Br* John R* Rizto for his valuable
assistance in editing this thesis and for his suggestions to improve its content*
Of course, the writer alone is responsible for any opinions expressed and for the
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The problem of money has plagued many people, either direct3y or indirectly,
from birth to death* It is certainly uppermost In their minds from the tine ::hen
they assume adult responsibilities* The male population devotes at least a por-
tion of each day to the pursuit of some form of work for the purpose of earning
and providing for the necessities of life for himself and his family* The
fortunate* hopefully, will allow time for the difficult chore of investing
part of earnings for future needs* This planning for the future — for re-
tirement, for education of one's children and many other reasons — raqvlxus
thought, sorting of objectives, and planning* To use the words of one author j
Planning is an integral part of the American genius* In
I
overnnent, business and private social organisations our pro-
grass has been outstanding* On the other hand, individual fi-
nancial planning has been largely neglected in our educational
scheme* vet it lias at the heart of our well-advertised roalu
of Individual security, welfare, and happiness — to say nothing
of an enjoyable old age**
A sensible person makes suitable plans for the future* He plans for the day-
to-day well-being of his family and saves for the education of his children* Al-
though he is confronted with short-term financial decisions such as the purchase
of winter clothes, a new washing machine, or an automobile, it is the future that
requires his major efforts* % should recognise his responsibility to his family
and make plans to pass his estate on with minimum costs and difficulties, and with
advantage to his family*
Ijohn £• Lslbenderfer, Planning Your Financial Independence (Norman, Ckla*:
I rrf.varsity of Oklahoma Press, 195U)j p* 3«

2UMK the iulder said l&X) years ago that "the only certainty is that nothing
is certain" while benjamin Franklin many years later considered that death and
taxes Mere certainties* in art* case, it appears that there are three inescapable
events, namely t that death is inevitable, that "jou can't take it with you", and
that seasons else is going to get your property* Thus, a few hours spent in writ*
ing a will, in planning an insurance program, or generally talcing stock of one's
economic objectives and goals nay prove to be the nost valuable hours ever sper-t*
This final plan, however, requires the professional assistance of a lawyer, in-
surance agent, or estate planner, to insure that the many complexities of lav are
understood and complied with*
ibrsonc in the military service are confrcirted with basically the same fi-
nancial problstts as these persons in civilian life* There are so-called "fringe
benefits" such as medical care and retirement programs but similar benefits are
available in industry and government* A retirement program is of some benefit,
but early-age forced retirement often finds the serviceman beginning a new career
in his middle kO's • This occurs at a time when his children are entering college
years and other expenses ere mounting* Thus, steps should be taken during early
productive years to make provision for post-retirement years through savings or
investments* Survivor benefits to dependents help to reduce tie amount of insr—
ance necessary to provide adequately for the wife and children but adequate insur-
ance must be carried to insure proper care, education of children, and the like,
after death*
The needs of one person may be entirely different from those of another for
varices reasons* The financial backgrounds of the parents of the husband and wife
nay be such that the financial security of the future is assured and need for in-
surance and investments are non-existent or at a rnininun* *or others, the picture
nay be just the opposite, and provisions for the future must be made utilising a

3portion of the military pay or other sources, such as income from periods when
the wife is employed. Regardless of the financial backgrounds of the various in*
dividuals concerned, there are certain fundamentals such as proper estate planning
that should not be overlooked*
For the serviceman, certain problems different frer. the civilian may be gen*
erated by the very nature of riilitary duty* Futy in combat zones, military fly-
ing, or submarine duty, are a few examples of activities that in themselves covld
be considered sufficiently hazardous to provide cause for adequate plannine of the
serviceman's personal affairs* In the press of day-to-day activities these funda-
mentals are often overlooked or ignored, thus resulting in possible loss, confr-
sion, and distress, on the part of one's famil •
The Ions of the nuclear submarine THRESHER at sea in 1963 focused attention
on the unhapRr results of poor or improper planning of personal affairs* The fol-
lowing is a portion of a letter written to Commanding Officers of units of the Sub-'
marine Force, I • S • Atlantic Fleet in July, 1963, by the Deputy Commander Subnet*
rlne Force , • * Atlantis Float* It Illustrates the need to maintain personal
affairs In order*
Dear Captain t
The lose of T. i, the resultant Investigations, and
our own critical self-evaluations have focused added attention
to several areas where improvements are possible* Vigorous
action is being taken at all levels to take official action
where mo^ is Indicated* There is one area, however, where
you personally can counsel your people in a matter which would
provide added security to dependents if needed* I refer to
Personal AXfalrs, primarily in the area of insurance and wills*
The unhappy consequence of failure to maintain personal affairs




ii 111 niTi-i Wi i - i ifii ii
Hange of insurance to &i5,G00 to 3i>*0C0
Average amount of insurance 23*700 12,750
tftrcentage with no insurance 22%
crcentage leaving wills $$$ U
Percentage leaving valid wills hk% 12
Case OI& i r no officer with wife and three children had not changed
beneficiary from mother to wife* ;.idow and three chil-
dren left no insurance benefit and no will*
ne man failed to change beneficiary from parents to wife
and children*
Case TUBS: t idow states she was with husband when he changed beneficiary
from parents to her for v.t parents received 'bene-
fit since change was not recorded*
Case POUR i Hill lacked a third witness and so was invalid in state where
probated* v.'idow made guardian of all property but required
to appear in court prior to selling anything* even personal
clothing i
Case idows with no trills — situation c onfused for —
cloutfc for enlisted men*
Host significantly* the THRESHER widows voiced these recommendations s
Officers i 1* All officers should carry Navy Mutual 4id and Armed
Forces Relief and c refit Association Insurance*
2* should require hvebanr' to make wife beneficiary of
insurance upon marriage*
3* fcavy should require husbands to make wills*
Unlisted i Compel Navy men to carry insurance and make wills*
Since THRESHER'S loss, command attention has been directed toward rectifying
what appears to have been a certain laxity on the part of submarine personnel in
regard to their own personal affairs*
The extent to which this apparent deficiency has been corrected is unknown to
the author* Thus* the purpose of this thesis is to inquire into the personal
habits of a selected group of submarine officers with an aim toward determining , ii
possible • to what extent their personal affairs are in order*

5Several areas of financial planning will be investigated with major emphasis
being placed on insurance, estate planning, and savings and/or investments* lor
the purposes of this thesis the phrase "personal affairs" includes those segments
of individual and fasdJy finance such as planned spending, techniques of savings*
places to invest savings, types of investments and insurance, as well as estate
planning* It is not the intent of the author to discuss in detail the subjects
just Mentioned, as ouch more authoritative information is available in numerous
books, periodicals, and other publications* However, as a result of a survey of
several hundred submarine officers it is hoped to detect any weaknesses or trends
in these areas and to make recommendations for improvement or correction*
Specifically, the responses to financial planning questions obtained by a
survey will be described and, where appropriate, the results will be compared with
the limited data available from the THRESHER survey* Specific information with re
gard to amounts of insurance carried by each officer and to individual wills could
not be determined from Havy Department, Bureau of Naval Personnel files, since ex-
isting documents at that time required onlc that names of insurance companies and
policy numbers be listed, and m reference was made to wills* Brief biographies
available on each of the 16 officers lost on TKHES:-£R,2 thus official docu-







United States Ship_THHESHSft-feSjS $93) Memorial Publication Commander
Submarine .ores, l* £. Atlantic leei, Circa 1%3«

6used in Tablets 2-6 are computed using* R 16$ Lr P-?j































Average age i 30.5 years




1TJG £CvO 22sl 1^1
Total It. 12.5 6.2 16.8 .0 . 12.5
Total number of dependents: 1&6
Education t
mm 5
High Bachelor's Graduate Dtettr'i
r~v





IT 33.3 33.3 * 33^
ITJG III . »
Total 6.3 66.6 .8 16.3








Certain relationships will also be investigated. Some relationships of
interest area
1« Does the amount of life insurance carried increase with rank*
marital status* and number of dependents?
2* Does general financial knowledge Improve with rank?
Does sophistication of investments improve with rank?
h» Does overall estate planning improve with rank and marital status?





Information needed to determine the present statue of the personal affairs
of submarine officers was not readily available to the author* An objective
questionnaire* as reproduced in Appendix I* was used in the survey* Althoufh the
financial background of the officers surveyed (as veil as that of their parents or
spouse) would greatly affect such items as insurance, consumer credit habits* and
investments, an investigation of such background was considered beyond the scope
of this study. Therefore, consideration will be given to personal financial plan*
ning apart from the possible sources of monies involved in such planr&nr.
Subjects
Subjects were officers of the United States Navy who were serving in the Sub*
marine Fores* V, S. Atlantic Fleet during the period data was collected for this
study, the months of December, 1°65, and January, 1S>66. These officers were at-
tached to submarines or submarine staffs and were receiving submarine or incentive
pay* The ages of the subjects ranged from the low 2C's to the niddle ltO*s with an
average age of about 30. This average age would indicate an average length of serf
vice of about nine years* The predominant rank was that of Lieutenant, with 6p
officers above that rank and 55 below* From an educational standpoint, nearly 75
percent of the officers held bachelor degrees*
The total population of submarine officers attached to submarines or submarine
e






In view of normally slow mail service during the holiday period, it was decided
to sample only officers in the Atlantic Fleet, thus hopefully reducing delays in
ponce to a minims* • In order to insure that the questionnaires were mailed on-
ly to officers who covld reasonably be expected to receive them and reply curing
the months of December, 1965, and January, 1966, it was necessary to determine
which units would be in port during this period* The fact that most submarines
with the exception of deployed units would be in port some of this tine for holi-
day leave and upkeep, the problem of finding srb^ectr in port was simplified. In
addition, non-deployed members of Polaris submarines (off-crews) were available in
eases* After determining the availability of submarines and off-crews, a
listing by rank of officers attached to the submarines and submarine staffs was
, using the most up-to-date roster information available* The available popu-




lieutenant (Senior Grade) 576
Lieutenant (Junior Grade) 368
Ensign J£i
Total 1333
From a statistical point of view, a 10 percent sample by rank was considered
adequate for valid results* However, to insure that sufficient replies were re-
ceived from this purely voluntary survey, a 20 percent sample (or larger) was

xo
survey*!* The total number of officers to receive the questionnaire, therefore,




lieutenant (Senior Grade) 120
lieutenant (Junior Grade) 73
Ensign 6
272
Consecutive numbers were assigned the officers 1 nines within each rank cate-
gory. Random number tables contained in a textbook on statistics1 were used in
accordance with recognised procedures to select the subjects to receive the
questionnaire*
Background information necessary to describe the sample population was ob-
tained from replies by 236 officers to questions 2-5 of Section 1 of the question-
naire (Appendix I) and is summarized (by percentage) below* Fercentarree are com*












festU 12.7 i6«lt >h$ 0Jt5
!j. S. Freund and F. J. Williams, Elementary fasinose Statistics t She











, 69, 17- 3.6 ,
1TJG 77.0 7.7 13.5 1.8
33*3 Msl
Total 21.2 35.6 26.ii 10.6 h .2





CDR 7a 35.8 35.6 7.1 lit .2
7.8 9.8 25.6 29 Jt 17.6 -
IT 16.1 10.7 20.5 35.5 12.5 2,7
tWC 17.3 26.8 27.0 7.7 9.6 7.7 .




Total 11.6 13.5 18.6 27.6 17.0 7.2 W
It is noted that the number of dependents totaled 610 or store (average of
2.6 per subject.) Several single officers reported dependents which explains































Total 5.9 7lt*l .2 UO o.U

Jnfojsnation from the survey was obtained by means of a questionnaire which
was mailed t© eaeh officer* This questionnaire, presented in Appendix !• was en-
titled ereonal Financial Management Questionnaire for Submarine Officers 11 and
consisted of a covering letter and five pagss of questions divided into the fol-
lovinf areas
t
Section I - General
Consisted of 9 questions relating primarily to the officer*
s
personal background*
Section II - Insurance
Consisted of 8 questions dealing with the officer's insurance
<:rsn and general knowledge of insurance*
Section IH - Estate banning
Consisted of 9 questions pertaining to wills and estate planning*
Section 17 * Saviisgs/Investments
Consisted of £ questions concerning various means of savings or
•
*
Section ? - Consuaer Credit
Consisted of $ questions with regard to credit habits of the
WI»#*WC* St
The questionnaire was constructed in such a way that it could be answered in
10 to 15 minutes* Questions were mads as clear and concise as possible* The pri-
mary areas of interest were insurance and estate planning, since these were ths
weak areas in the THRESHER survey* Sections IV and V provided an insight into
investment habits as well as attitudes of subjects with regard to consumer credit*
The questions themselves were formulated based on key points obtained from read-
ings in the four areas and fron the author vs personal experiences, observations*
and discussions with submarine officers over the years*
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. rocedures for Administration
Questionnaires were mailed to individual officers with a forwarding letter
(see Appendix II) to the Cesnandlog Offleer of the vessel to which they were at-
tached* It was requested of the Cksanandinc Officer that the enclosed question-
naire be delivered to the subject officer for completion and early return* To
facilitate return* a self-addressed, postage-paid envelope accompanied each quee-
tionnaire* The entire group of 272 quest ion. aires was nailed on December 19f
1965* The majority of replies were received prior to January 10* 1°66*
Distribution
Questionnaires were nailed to officers attached to the following commands of
the Submarine Force, II. S* Atlantic Fleet t,ype)s
Submarine Squadron Staffs 3
Submarines (Diesel) (S8) h$
Submarines (Nuclear; (ESN) 11





as discussed in Chapter I, a 10 percent sample by rank use considered ade-
quate but, in order to Insure that sufficient replies were received, a 20 per-




CI :*T 5 floUK
CDR l? H» •1
LCDS 51 D«0






total 272 236 86,6
Bis 236 respondente represent a I sf X?« the peiwlatl— of
1333* fair3y evenly distributed by rank (except for Ensipr ,
The overall response to the questionnaire was most pratifying and, with the
exception of the responses from Ensigns, exceeded the miniman requirements by a
large margin. In view of the voluntary nature of this survey, there are strong
indications of interest on the part of submarine officers in the general area of
personal affairs* fcome 22 percent of thos officers responding to the survey re-
quested a copy of the results*
Responses to the Questionnaire Items




The first five questions, In the General section of the questionnaire (Rank, Mari-
tal Status | Number of Dependents* and ^dncation) ware described in Chapter
n, Met! agyj m 1 not be repeated her
interpreting the Tables
Tables are presented interns of percentages except where indicated otherwise ,,
Percentages are based on the Nfs presented by rank in the "Iftanber Beceived n col-
umn in Table 5 except where indicated otherwise* •here the tables have nore than
ens column, row? frank breakdown) will tctoi 100# unless indicated ottorwise. For
some dichotsraws-respenee items (e«g« only one column is presented* Hows
therefore will net t«*all<X$« Colufan total percentages indicate th %ant of
all officers choosing a response alternative to an item, regardless of rank.
ftswaining General rection xestions
6» Do you have an u^-fce-dats document in custody of a conpetenfc person, in
a safety deposit >>ox. or the like, thet lists where your important reapers such as










?• In event of your t".jdten death, does your wife or sons other person lavs






















°* If answer to quest* or: 8 is yes, does she wor
i In order to pay family debts?
b* In order to purchase In .i-esns not presently within your
dget ?













Total 2© 3* < 38.6
The percentage ef wives employed scales down fairly rapidly from " nsign to
• The primary reason for employment appears to be for the purpose of
purchasing lflBurj items net within the present budget*
iiasponses to xnsuimnce Qassfrivas (i- j
1* The following listing Indicates the average amounts of insurance car*
ried by officers of each rank according to marital and dependency status as Hell
as the hirr and low amounts within each group* Following each rank group is the
amount of insurance suggested by i&vy Mutual '.id Association! for a married!
«—————— —w ——i- ii i m in i m ii i i iiim i n i n i i ii» ——— n il in i iii
Minima life Insurance Itoctib for Cnwr Offlew (iierlsed 11-1965).
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officer (Lieutenant and above) with three dependents, lieutenant (Junior Grade)
with two dependents and Ensign without dependents • Figures are in thousands of
dollars*
rital Depend- Ordi- Lirait-
Rank Status enta N rotal* Group Tern nary ed .agh Low
tkRuu 1
CAPT Married 3 1 52.C 22.0 1G.C 5.0 15*0 52.0 52.0
Harried h 1 70.0 10.0 10.C liG.O 10.0 70.0 70.0
arried Over 5 2 90 .5 20*0 10.0 50.5 10.0 115.0 66.0
Navy Mutual Aid 3 56,0 10.0 15*0 20.0 11.0
Overall average 75.7
TA&E 17
CDR ^rried 2 1 U5.0 10.0 10.0 25.0 i»5.o U5.0
juried 3 5 57.0 7.0 1?.0 31.0 78.0 10.0
Married k 5 63.6 13.0 10.0 23 Ji 17.2 90.0 25.0
Harried 5 1 70.0 20.0 10.0 l*c.o 70.0 70.0
Married ver 5 2 77.5 20.0 .5 23*$ 5.5 103.0 52.0
lavi Mutual Aid 3 56.0 10.0 l5.o 20.0 11.0
^Overall average






Married ever 5 5























































Marital ^ di- Limit""
Status . if Total* nary af Jk bn
LT Single 16 28.8 6.6 2.0 16.6 2.6 80.0 10.0
ntrle 1 2 30.5 5*0 7.5 16.0 35.0 *
Married 1 10 36.0 S; .6 ll*.5 3.7 76.0 .
nuniti 2 23 14u6 . 7.5 20.6 . 108.0 20.0
:*ried 3 1*2 1*8.5 .1 18.? 20.6 . . .
Married h 35 2iu«5 , 11.5 22.7 1** . ??*
Harried 5 3 51.6 7.3 13.3 22.3 1.7 62.0 .
Separated 1 1*0* 10.0 30.0 Uo.o Uo.o
Navy Mutual Aid 3 1*1.0 10.0 20.0 11.0
^Overall average 12.7
TABLE 20
LTJG Single 6 23.0 3.7 3.9 15.1* 32.0 10*
Single 1 1 1*0.0 10.0 30.0 1*0.0 1*0*
Single 1* 1 2i*.0 20.0 l*.o 2l*.0 2li.O
Harried 1 U* 27.1 3.6 7.7 11**0 1.8 57.0 12.0
Carried 2 11* 3i*.8 - 10.lt 16.0 0.3 60.0 20.0
Married 3 5 31*.0 . 5.0 16.0 7.0 1*5.0 •-
Harried h 1* 31.8 17.0 . U5.C 10.0
. arried 5 5 1*7.0 12.5 15.0 ie.e 0.7 85.0 .
Married over 5 5 10.0 10* 10.0 .








1 20.0 20* 20.0 ft .
1 50* 10.0 ICO 30.0 50.0 ^
1 35* 10* 10.0 15* 35* 35*
21.0 10* 11*
"Overall average 35*
The overall average is a weighted average. This weighted average ie
the sun of the number of people in each row multiplied times total
insurance and divided by total number of people.
The average amount of insurance carried by the 236 officers equalled
§1*3*700. The average amount of insurance carried by the 215 officers in ranks of
Lieutenant Commander, lieutenant (Senior Grade) and Lieutenant (Junior Grade)
equalled 1*2,200.
Table 16 lends evidence to examine the relationship between amount of life
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insurance and rank, marital status, and number of dependents. There appears to be
a fairly definite trend upward from a standpoint of rank and the amount of insur-
ance carried with the exception of from Ensign to lieutenant (Junior Grade) in
which case the trend is downward (Tables 20 and 21). A comparison of amount of
insurance with marital status is applicable only for Tables 19, 20, and 21 (Tables
16, 17, and 18 have only married respondents). In the majority of cases, a mar-
ried officer carries more insurance than an officer who is single. The notable
exception was the lieutenant (Junior Grade) with over 5 dependents (Table 20).
Finally, the general trend is upward when comparing amount of insurance carried
with number of dependents. Minor exceptions may be found in Tables 18, 19, and
20 and 21*












3. Many differences exist between term and permanent type insurance. Do
you consider yourself fairly knowledgeable with regard to advantages and disad-





LCDR 78.U 1.9 19.7
LT 76.0 3.6 20.1;
LTJG 65.5 7.7 26.8
ENS 11£ Ihl %A
Total 73.8 U.2 22.0









3.b Fer financial planning purposes, do you consider the cash value of your







LCDR 33.3 60.8 5.9
LT 27.7 62.5 9.8
ITJG 32.7 59•* 7.7
2kl 2M 3M
Total 31.3 60.6
3.c How do you pay insurance premium? Cheek as many as are applicable*
(Due to multiple type answers sums of percentages may not equal 100)
TABUS &
Monthly Semi*
Allotment Quarterly A- tnual3: Amwal3y
CAPT iM.6 «3T S£P*
CDR S3.0 7J. 7a 7.1
LCDR 100.0 5.9 1.9 23.6
LT 92.8 , 3.6 17.9
LTJG 92.3 7*7 3.9 13.5
ENS 100.0
Total 97#5 7.2 3.8 17.1*
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3«d Are you aware that certain insurance companies give a discount for pay-









It* tiave you reviewed the settlement options of each policy recent^ to in*
sure that with change in age of dependents, or for other reasons, the methods of









5* Do yon have insurance coverage with (check where applicable)!
, _
Navy Mutual Aid Association?
•
,











6* i ci: those areas that you attempted to assure coverage of tinder
;
present life insurance plan:
General coverage (beneficiaries can dispose of payment as they see
" fit),
mtm Adjustment period (immediate;};; after death).
"onthly living income*
] Pay off mortgage on home*
3 * Educational needs of children
.
(An of percentages may not equal 100 for this multiple answer qv»estion)
TABLE 30
General Adjustment living Pay Off Bitten of
Coverage Period Income Mortgage Children
CAPT iooS TSX "7^0~ —&$
CDR 78.5 71.5 57.0 35.7 57.0
LCDR 76.5 U9.0 60.9 33.3 58.8
LT 85.7 U8.2 ia.l Hi.3 37.5
IT. 73.0 52.0 38.6 21.2 38.6
ENS 66.7 66.7 100*0 33.3 33.3
Total 80.5 51.3 itf.l 21.2 U3.3
7. Do you have specific education insurance on your children?
TABLE ffl
H i'es werage Amount
CAPT H
CDR Hi 21.1* s,200
LCDR k7 6.U 6,200
IT 10.9 6,i;00
LTJG 28 25.0 2,150
ESS 1
13.1Total 176 $U,850
8. Based on your present status do you consider your insurance coverage
adequate?
TABLE ?2
Yes Mo Net Sure
CAPT lSo.o
CDR 85.6 lh.U
LCDR 76.6 13.7 9.7
LT 91. 6.2 2.8
LTJG 86.5 9.6 3.9
ens 100.0




. .:...„.. ':. . atiBM (1*9)
Do : ou have a will?





: sni .0 r~








2. Tr the will valid in your state of residence?
Is your wife's will valid lit her state of residence?
Officer Wife
s To i'ot Sure - c io iot
CAPT ,'"'. iCcio
CDR lh 78.6 21.2; 11 63.5 36.5
LCDR l& 81.5 183 86.3 13.7
UP 88 .5 6.8 13.7 30 80.0 20.0
LT«JG |f .? .2 2?.l 66.5 33.5
ENS J, 100.0 .0 _
Total 1?U 77.2 li.l 16.7 ?S>.0 21.0
3. Are you familiar with tho laws of yew state of residence with ree&ne.
to dying intestate (without leaving a will
ot Sum
CAJ? ^570 S5.0
OH 5C. 35.7 31.3
MM 1*5.1 35.3 .6
IT 2C. 53.6 .9
UNO 19.2 ol.6 1S.2
100.0 _
Total 31 .8 50.8 Ji





Birth or adoption of children since the will vras signed?
Death of any beneficiaries?





QAP1 U 'ioo.o I 100.0
CDR lh 7K.5 11 81.!
ICDR 19 79.5 22 81.9
IT 75.0 30 73.3
LTJG 3c BUS 6 66.7
zm i 100.0
71'1 19h -.5 .
5«a Fart of estate planning would be to decide your family's income re-
quirements | estimate rovernraent benefits available to widow and children as well
as lump sum payments; determine how much insurance and/or investments will be re«
quired to fill the gap between the surviving family's income requirements and the


















Approximately 50 percent ox those answering the first part of this ques-
tion '^es" indicated the date when steps were taken to plan tlie estate. Of this
group, 77 percent indicated that some estate planning had been done within the
past two years.












6. Are you -ware at what value youi* eetat* becomes subject to estate in-
heritance taxes?




lx 2i»a 6c.8 15a
LTX 19,2 67.3 1 -n ioo,c
Total 2U^ $$£
7* lor Federal estate tax purposes would you concLawr the following pro-
ceeds as part of your estate?
life Insurance?
b. Retired Serviceman's ramiXy protection Plan?
TABUS Ifl
a* Life Insurance ft.
U5
"^
!?o ( t 1 cvs Yes Set Cure
CAPT 75.0 £.0
cut lit. 1*2. 11.2 21Jb 21.a 57.2
vom 27 «U U7.0 25.6 17. x. tea
LT 33.0 32a 3lu9 .? 25.6
tttG 36.6 23.1 1*0.3 , 1*6.0 ii6,0
BC
_,,_.„..,
33.3 &&L „.,, . 33*3 ^.£
Total 32.6 3fc.8 32. . 31»8











9. If answer to question 6 is •tyes", have you considered this as a means









Responses to gavings/lnvestnente Questions (1-5)
1. Have you accumulated a contingency fund roughly equal to one month's






ICDR 7lu5 9.8 15.7
LT 69.6 m.3 16a







Total 70.0 31} .0 16.0
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2. In place of (or in addition to) life insurance income are : ou






CDR h2*9 5c.g 17.1
ICDR 1*5.2 U3.2 11.6
LI 6i*a 27.7 .
IWO 1)2.3 1*6.0 .
BBS jsl 33*3
Total 5lu3 36.9 6.8
2«a Bo yon do ro systematically (regular deposits or investments }
?








2.b hat type investments or savings do you have? (Sum of percentages may




|lL Bank savings account
__
Savings and loan association
Common stocks
"*, Mutual funds - loaded
mmm
Mutual funds - no load
~ S**1 e8tate
tabu; U6
oricc Credit Bank Savings Com Mut Mut Real
. ond I'nion w- loan Stocfr Pund-L Fund~H EstateCAPT 5C.0 $u &.0 KEc" &.0 "~~r
CDR 85.8 35.7 35.7 35.7 6U.2 lit.3 57.1
ICDR 37.3 3? .2 56.9 25.5 li5.1 17.6 15.7 &.i
IT 36.6 33.9 51.8 21Ji 36.6 21J4 11.6 19.6
LTJG 30.6 36.5 55.6 21.2 23a 11.5 19.2 25.0
eks 21& 66,1 33.3
Total 38.6 36.5 52.6 23.3 37.0 18.2 13.1

buy Series * bonds fors a I miotic reasons; a£ctw of invest*









: 3D8 19 79 .C 5fi.c 5.2
a ia*5 73.1 7.3
TJC 16 5o«o e?.5 6.2
i .
Total 91 55.0 66,0 5.5
do you buy coaaon stocks? d ireturnj Capital appreciation
j
Safety 1 Hedge against inflation? (Sun of percentages nay not equal IOC for this
Multiple answer question)*
TABLE lit
Return Appreciation rafetar Inflation
GAIT 2 1(50.6 IoM
CDR 10 •0 20.0
UtM 21 23.8 90,5 52.5
IT ia 3tt.2 .0 7.3 56.5
LTJG 12 33.3 75.0 6.3 56.3
ms
Total 86 26.8 83.8 fc.6 53.5
2«e ny do you buy mutual funds 2 Good returni Capital appreciations
Safety; r&versificaticnj Professional mnacwnsnti Hedge against inflation?
(Sun of percentages Bsj not equal 100 for tide nultipELs answer question).
TABLE ]&
Bstum Apprcc'n ~ideas'n Kent Inflation




LCLR 17 29.14 147.0 23.5 ld4 70.6
LT 32 26.1 fcO.6 21«9 5?4i 65.6 3h*k
Vm 1$ 13.3 26.6 20.0 53.1* 66.7 ; .<
Total 67 23.9 ill. 20.9 52.3 65.7 3fc.3
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2.f iu -ar with the principle .oj.juar-cosit-averagir^"'
l&BLtt 50
Yes . Somewhat
CAFT 50^0 2?7o 25.6
cm 50.0 21Jl .6
LCDR U3.2 33.3 23,5
LT 30.U $k.$ 15.1
LIJG 13.5 61.5 25.0
ENS 32:1 66.7
Total 30.9 U2.1 20.0
Are you aware of the iiouthly Investment Han offered by member firms
of the New York ,.tock Exciiauge for purciAse of individual stocks in amount of
*U0 or more per month or quartt
TABLE 51
Y.*8 Somewhat
CAPT 3 ' MK.6
CDR 6U.3 21 .U Hi .3
LCDR 02.8 25.5 11.7
LT h5.6 35.7 1G.7





3. Do you "shop" around for the Savings and Loan Association that: (Check
as many as are applicable)
l
Fays the highest return?
?syt wrl to date ox withdrawal?
Is insured by agencies of • • uoverrauent 7
_^_
Is most convenient?
Pays interest quarterly 7
(Sura of percentages may not equal 100 for this multiple answer question)
xABLE 52
Date of Insured Conven- Interest
N uurn withdrawal t .>" . c-ovt ience Quartsr&
caft 1 Too~o~ "ioOT V.6
CDR S X ^.0 12.5 100.0 12.5 80.0
LCDR 13 100.0 61.5 100.0 61.5 it6.2
LT 2h 100.0 62.5 100.0 9$.9 5h.2
LTJG 11 1CU 27.3 100.0 100.0 36 .U
m c
Total 55 100.0 itf.O 100.0 76.1 50.6
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• Do m your present hone?
S3
ISO



























SBBSBOI to Ceneumsr Cjmc&t Cueetione <*«
li Do . ou use the revolviix credit plan available at raost stones?

" '» If III II
GAPS
g»







26.9 13 Ji 55.6
Total a 31. 20.8 U5.3
2. If you use the revolving credit plan, is it because t (check raoet ap-
plicable)
^m one; is not ava to pay cash and the item is a nseesiBity?
Money is not available to pay cash ana the iters is considered a
capital inveetment Atom the return is over and above the costs?
it is convenient and payments are reasonable?
m 57




a 6 .7 .7 66.6
LCDR 3? 27.1 10.6 62.1
.8 12. 59.6
LTJO 23 30.5 . 6^a
KM
?otal 328 ft . 63.1





Hi .3 21 Jt
.A
21.2
Total 73.3 15.2 11.5
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If Bo you purchase large iteras such as automobilesf ra^or appliances* cr













ICDR 3!i 79*3 ii« i
LT 66 60.8 Q .
ITJG !-C 82.3 *5 .
£N6 J, icut
fetal 3.53 ('2.3 6.5 xx.g
h«b Lf «^esn, do you Nftfae the jpMMMMI -isia c£ smll down payments,


















ii.c If *yes", do you finance through the seller at his rates i
62
aa No Sometimes
CAFT 2 5o7o RES
CDR ? 100 .0
LCDR 3U S7. 3.0
IT 68 1.5 75.0 23.5
1 wc ItO .
EHS
.2 -~«— 5o*o 5o.o
al 0,6 e?.o 12 Ji
5. hen signing a pureliase contract do voti always read the fine print to




era 6U.3 lli.3 21«fc
USB .3 2.0 13.7
LT :.-. fc.5 13.
ITJG . .
, U»l Wll il
Total 7C 3.3 .
The relationship of life insurance carrier to marital status and number of
dependents was discussed earlier in tide chapttu • For the discussion of the re»
maining three relationships, as outlined in the Introduction* reference will be
made to those tables considered by the author to bear on the particular subject.
Does general financial knowledge improve with rank?
The following tables were referred to in determining the answer to this ques-
tions
Table 23 - pertains to knowledge of differences between term and per-
manent plan insurance.
Table 25 - asks if cash value of pestoanenb plan insurance is considered
similar to cash savings.
Table 26 - asks be. ranee pwiihan are paid.
Table 27 • concerns awarer discounts given for paying premiums on
other than month! oasis.

3U
rata© & • q-"03tiono the validity of wills*
Table 35 • questions .familiarity with lays of state with regard to
dying intostai.-. .
Table 39 - concerns value of estate .a purposes*
Tabl© aO - tnv 8 and proceeds of life iikjurance and
3eV orvicti ctioa flan*
Ta";3e 2tl - ques iaiailiai icanc^ed ~ift to liinore Act*
Table 50 •» asks si prinaiiJys*
TatOe 21 « asks about ilos&tifc ;n&nt Flai *
Thora Is a positive tav ors to tho majority of the ques-
tions asked although in sons cae ^ a slight upward movement* The
principal excei&ions noted vers in tables ?.*
J
and IjOb whilo Table ip. gsvsj no defi-
nibt sosjnsnt & :- " •.•:'.-.• ":-. , 11 1mt>nm1mi galea! vm tines mi'i
general financial I < <«Se4gt iicrease with rank* although in varying degrees*
. .. i^_toesjtosjBt ~. a?oyo with ra :.'«—
i
Milium i w - . n il i »ih ii~i ii|ii iu mmmrntmmmmmS^mmiSSmtmmimmt <n» » ' iht i l i i . m i i —
«
Hie more sor^istiosEtad invested .iLjit be expected to invest more in common
stoclcb and Mutual itsids insutfu f or eansiulc* • . wOv*r.~:*?nt etf-6© S bonds*
Sufficient capital and ear
. | are somctf; at oi a neceB£dt,y and it is iere
that the higher ranks could .lave the advantage* the following tables
were zeferred to in determining the answer to this question i
Tabic ' I - ..crt&ira to . tjeads such as education of
U 'isn and retmmA income.
Table 1*6 • questions types of investments or savings*
Table • isks about "dollai^xcist-frveraglne" principle*
Table 51 m concerns ! shcpplrc' : arovnr. for certain Savings and Loan
Associations*
Overall indications were that sophistication c: investment generally improved with
rank* althou; .. ablo bh shewed no definite trend*
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Does overall estate inarming Improve with rank and marital status ?
As previously discussed there was a strong upward trend in amounts of insur-
ance carried by higher ranking officers* This trend in the higher ranks was no
doubt influenced by the fact that nearly 100 percent of the lieutenant Gocnanders*
Casnanders and Captains were married (Table 1) and this influence was no doubt
felt further in the overall area of estate planrang* The following tables were
referred to in deters uning the answer to this questions
Table 33 - deteaainea number having wills*
Table 3h - questions the validity of wills*
Table 35 - questions familiarity with laws of state with regard to
c^ing intestate*
Table 36 - pertains to review of tdlls*
Table 37 * determines number having taken steps to jftan estate*
Table 38 • detemines number having sought professional advice regard*
ing proper estate planning*
The higher ranks seemed aware of tiie liued for an up-<to*date valid will while no
clear trend for the officers was indicated with regard to frequent review of the
will* There did seem to be a definite improvement or trend with wives of higher
ranking officers wisere review of wills was concerned*
The general impression was tijat overall estate planning does improve with
rank and marital status although professional advice seemed to have been sought
by officers of lower rank*

CfaV. . II
DISCISSION A!© THHBSSIER CGKFARISON
Hesul&s contained in uiiapter XI cover a much broader area than the limited
data available on . .••ii'ieers and should five the reader some general indi-
cation of the present status ox' "personal a lairs" among a random erosc-eoction of
submarine officers* It eannot be stressed too strongly that the financial back-
ground of the inuividval, his wife or their parents may greatly influence his need
for insurance, various types of investments or possibly consumer credit* For that
reason, it may be misleading to assume, for example, that the married lieutenant
(Junior Grade) with over $ dependents is not adequately Insured with -10,OCC in-
surance (Table 2D)* lie or hie wife could well be hair to a sizeable fortune and
feel no need for insurance. For the average submarine officer, however, this nay
not be the ease* In the opinion of the author, this requirement for proper estate
planning should be present, however, regaxtJlsss of one's background*
Comparison oi - BSH officers will be made where appropriate with officers
of comparable ranks wit ian the group surveyed, namely, lieutenant (Junior Grade),
lieutenant (Senior urade; and Lieutenant Commanders. Comparison and discussions






























It Is noted that the percentage of married officers overall of each pre-





















Total 215 22.8 y .










Thorn le little difference In the average ages although there are scne sharp
variations within the Marions age brackets for each rank*
number of depenftmty:
,.^/i*
{ 1 i I 1 1 j Oyer 5
IT 3 33.3 33.3 33 .1
^*>G A <£sk ^isi ^JLL .
Total 16 Ifitfl 12.5 • - • »C M U«S»
Total .vendoufeei h • -mage per officer 5 2.£5<
1 2 2 o^r:
LOT 5l 7.6 vTC 25.6 2SQi 1776 "T3T
LT 112 16JL 10, . .. • 2.7
I&W
r,.ffi ^Ls2 ffi*^ ffl*fi 7 .7 F.»6 7^7 3..jp
Total &$ 13.6 Ut«2i 19.5 27.5 15.3 ?. 2.8
Total nasber of dependents* 53£« Average per officer; 2.5.
Very little difference is noted between the average number of dependents per
officer in the two groups, less than 0*5.
Indications
;iachelo?*s Graduate Hester's Doctor's




Total 16 « 66,6 .8 6.3
einfomation regardlnn fsndiiate credit. m& .»t available.

Subjects




icdr <T ~T^~* ~SS 5!lX~ i3
IT 112 5.3 00.3 10.7 2.7 1.0
itjc ^ iij£ im t2iL
Total 215 . 76.0 15.3 1.8 0.I4
The percentage of high school frnduatec in each group was marly the seme*
If It was assumed that all officers having graduate credit also had a bachelor's
degree then the "subject M group greatly differed fron THRESHB&f while the
xM group far exceeded the "subject" group in .aster's and Doctor's degrees.
An explanation for this latter difference is that 25% of the officers on board
T<£XSI&& at that time were technical specialists attached to other commands and
were on board for sea trials. These officers held advanced decrees (3 '^aster's
and 1 Doctorate}. Notwithstanding this iact 3 the educational jackgrounds of the
two groups were basically the same.
In susmry, the backgrounds of the THRESHER officers and tho» officers par-
ticipating in this survey appear to be very similar in most instances and well
suited for the purposes of this study.
Insurance
Due to the lack of specific information with regard to amounts of insurance
carried by individual TI-HBSHER officers only a general comparison of insurance
coverage can be made. As indicated by the survey of TtfHBSi&R dependents, insur-
ance coverage raided from •-'.COO to CU5#000 with the average being 23,7CO. Again,
considering only those officere of comparable ranks the insurance coverage ranged
from $10,000 to H^POO with the average being 12*2*200 (Tables 18, 19 and 20).
The insurance coverage range for all officers participating in the survey went
firm £L0,CG0 to $115,000 with the average being $i3#700 (Tables 16-21).
Of interest in the above comparisons is-, the low amount of .0.0,000 in the
"subject" group and tm low amount of (MN for the WMBK group* A possible anf-
swer might be that the THSBSH&R officers did not have the opportunity to procure
the Armed Forces Indemnity Insurance that became available in September 1965.

Cowaonly called Servicemen's Group life, this group term insurance is available to
all members oi the Armed Forces in amounts to ;10,000 at a majtlnaim monthly pre*
mium of 2,DC. *ita this low cost it could bo reasonable to assume that all per-
sonnel would avail themselves of this inexpensive insurance thereby raising the
THRESHER figures to a low of $10,000 and a high of S55>,OCC with the averafie being
$33,700. A detailed study of the insurance breakdown of the officers surveyed in-
dicated that not all officers carried a combined total of 110,000 in the proup and
term categories* If the responses were correct, as assumed, then all of the eli-
gible officers surveyed were not carrying the maximum amount of this "bargain"
insurance* in any event there lias been a definite increase in the average amounts
of insurance carried by the present day submarine officer (*i£,20C) when related
to a comparable KiBSSHSR group, even if $10,000 is added to the X3iS££IER average
of $23,700.
A conparieon of suggested wrlitinmn life insurance as advocated by I«avy Mutual
Aid Association with officers of comparable rank and dependency status revealed
that the recommended amounts v«re equalled or exceeded in most instance*? (Tables
16-21 )•
Over 31/' of the officers considered the cash value of permanent plan insur-
ance to be similar to cash saving (Table 25)* These would appear to be strange
savings in that one cannot use the money without surrendering the insurance or pay)-
log interest at a rate as set by the insurance compary*
A disproportionate number of officers of all ranks paid insurance premiums
monthly or by allotment even though they professed awareness of the discount gives
for paying premiums on other than a monthly basis (Tables 26 and 27). As a matte*
of general interest the basic prerduri rates of life insurance ccmpanlee are fig-
ured on the basis oi annual payments at the beglnninE of each policy year. When
are paid oftener ti^an on an annual basis, the policyholder is charged

Interest on the unpaid portion of the prendum for the length of tine It is unpaid.
rate of interest varies from 6 to 15 percent amor*: the different companies.
the following shows the rates charged by a leading mutual company on a *5,GC0
rtraicht life policy taken out M the age of
Total to» Excess over






figures suggest peeing premiums en an annual basis, if at aU pe»ifh&s«-
As mentioned in the Introduction* one of the reeosttentiatiens voiced by the
fKHSSHEP. wider* was that all office* should carry Kavy Mutual Aid and Araed Tomes
&folia? *nd Benefit Association Insurar«e. A relatively small percentage of theofficers did carry one or the other (Table 6) and the follouirr ia a com*




U.. ... 19 •<•
total .0 h9.3





ba* .0 27 .£
?blvin F. Donaldson and John K. ECahl, Personal Finance, 3rd edj New Yorkt
he Donald Press Co** 1961), p* 2&1,

2*2
A comparison of tlio figures indicates an overall decreaeo in Har .al "Id pcli-
eyhoXuers s.uic© 15>©3 and VMS lo eba: ^ed Forces fteHef and Bene
-•- / ..;.-.;
.
... kfal mrifl .: *S *3B MMt Ml Vftf •« I , reatef iiitei •»
llthoegft cuaee two associations were singled cut because of the cosrcnto tagr
TB8KS13R widows* it znust bs noted that these are other non-profill* ?ion-c©mereial
associations of. groupAean policies at ecwpamolye rates (i*e* Uniformed Ser-
vices Benefit Association and Military Benefit Ascociation)*
There does seen to be a great lnpfovenent i»- 'sunuaee programs of
day submariners as evidenced by the data* In addition, 86*9£ of the of.fi-
considered their life intmrance coverage adequate in their ppese^ status
(Sable 32)*
Estate KlanninF
-.itate planning has been described by one authoritative reference ass
•••the use and arrangement of property for and among weia-
bora of a fbnily group under a planned design affording tie
greatest en^oymnt to the whole group eowseaeurate with suf-
ficient conservation^
Aaothar writer describee it with this definition i
It is the planning of a person so that his property and
earnings will do him the root .-cod while he lives and
his fsislty the zoost coed after he is gone*-
the Implication Is there of a balance between present and future rocjt&renente
or enjoyjaunte and this balanoe daixmdc largely on fordid objectives and resources*
Ones this balance has been detemdnsd then a pilan can be developed which will co-
ordinate and integrate the resources available to assure the most effective reali-
sation of both current and future objectives. Provision should be aade for
3ftayo Adane Shattuck ana Janes F* i-arr* An Estate rlannor'e l^dGboofc( Boston»
little* Brown and Caapeny, 19^3)* p«3*




premature death, disability and retirernert. i^di^catlon of children as wall as
anerceneiee I I»r factors to consider* And, lastly, are the actval needs of
a widow with a number of children to feed, clothe and educate*
questions to be astec' regarding ostate p&afiBjl I the an-
swers to the q-jestion <rm var, ror each individual, depending on hie objectives
and cim-ietances* Complexity in taxation has increased, there are MM **d dif-
ferent tgrfMM INI combinations of ineuxo ?iciee being offered, and investment
facts are hidden in the complexity of fcir business and financv. '••'.«, the need
for professional assistance in this Important effort becomes rsore arc! nore obvi-
ous, rone 70# or 365 of the officers surveyed indicated tost they bed taken etsps
toward estate planning while 62«SJ* of the 1M had sow-ht professional advice
(!Zab2»s 37 Md I
ape the H>art of estate planning is tho will* for this document, in many
instances, is the neons by which one passes on his estate aocordlng to ids de-
sires and with tho v&x&mm difficulty and er enee to his survivors* MA will nay
be defined as a legal declaration of the disposition to be made of ene'o property
after death »"» Several Of the obttectiveo that can bs accaspHshed through a will
are:
1. tscecutor can be nened to manage and settle the estate — Tiithout
the expanse of a baud*
U Sobject to the righto of a surviving parent, a person can be
to act as guardian of ninor cMldron*
3* Trusts can bo created for tie wife, children, or other heirs which
give them the benefit and use of the property' while protecting them against lose
and dissipation which mifht result from their inexperience or weakness o£ character*
Sanittr JT« ^mc et.al., vills* Execvl^, and Trustees, (2d ed. rev.j
orks 2he •tonald ?ress Company, iy50/, v* jt,

, Within notations, V oses for which pro «rt* is used ean be
otect bcnoficiar/ea acainoi i ::«eeen cirmwistances*
'tnpenent ea-.i bo wile for expnsLemaad snenagaasnt I "estiwirt
counsel for t a*
6. ov#h integration cu tlw will with the total insurance » inveet-
nant* ant' <:>ragrr reduced and tie coots of transfer^
erttf to the fanily can be e«toetenfciall^ lowers
Ifca foX? *s a oosisarieon of th of %tibi3eetw ofjdcoia and THRESH-
ER office?© with retard to wills j (Tablas 33 and 3h)
Mcere having wiHa 62.1 S-5*0
Officers havirc valid wills 77*2 W*«0
She above restate Indicate a marfced ifciprcvanert since 1: "63 but in view of the
great inportancc of thia doeament bo less than 100JS ahould be considered aa
satisf; • Of additional interest uaa the fact that only 28*8* of the subjects'
wivae had wills* Of this percentage 79*05 considered the wills valid*
Probably all officers are aware to some extent of the benefits to be derived
from a va.lid* r >*ro-date will even though the tendency to put off Baking one is
still prevale . rty 31* the subjects (Tabla 35). however* wb*b ftadliar
with the Jam of tha.tr state cf reslctenoe ^ard to (tying Intestate (without
leavinc a valid will)* Briefly* if a person dies intestate
t
. laeara .lost the right to distribute his property
the va^ he wanta to, in the way it will do his fsadly
the nest rood* Instead* it will be parceled ov* by le-
gal fcxmilA*
In Bern atatea the widow will get half, for inataaoe.
and the children will share the remainder* Even if the
^rhilio J« * state nanrdnp ("Tc^al Alnanac Series" Bo* $&f TJew
Serk* Oceana ftiblieatioiw* Ine*, #U>;* l>* 20*
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wife's half isn't enough to raise the children, she may
not be allowed to t ouch the children's portion without
going through much red tape and expense* iurthermore,
she'll receive her inheritance in a lump sum* If she
lacks experience in money matters, she could lose most
of it in short order*
In some states a widow with no children mipht cot
only part of her husband's estate, his parents the re-
mainder.
The point is, the estate is distributed according
to the letter of the law, not according to individual
circumstances or desires*
t»g without a will is also likely to bo more ex-
pensive) a bond must be posted by the administrator
(even by the widow, if she is appointed). Various tax-
saving opportunities are lost* Assets nay have to be
sold, willy-nilly, at a lose* And, so on*
Even if a person loaves a will, the courts can re-
ject it and declare ltii-3 intestate. *outjaps the will is
old, perhaps it is ambiguous (a special risk with do-it-
yourself wills), perhaps it is faulty through legal tech-
nicalities* Any or all of tlieae factors can ratios it
wholly or partly invalid*
There are two morals to be drawn from this:
>p your will up-to-date. It is a vital document,
perhaps the most important the average person over eigne.
Curb the urge to do it yourself* It can be done,
sure, and sometimes it works, lost often it doesn't.
try gamble with your family's future when, for the *25
to $50 you'll pay to have a simple will properly drawn,
you can play safe with their money and happiness*'
The needs for keeping a will up-to-date are quite clear. Kajor reasons for
review and updating of the will would be charges in dependency , in domicile, In
estate plans or in the overall objectives. Over 78# of the officers and 70$ of
the vivos having wills had reviewed them recently (Table 36)*
Results of the survey questions indicated a general lack of knowledge in the
irea of estate taxes (Tables 36, 39 and 1(C)* 'Sbo estate of qvoTj deceased person
7«%&at happens to your wLll..*ii something happens to you," Changing Times ,
fcarch, 1966, p. 35.

1*6
is allowed an exasption of £60,000 and as a result an estate of £60,000 is not
subject to Federal estate taxes. lor the married person the tax on the estate can
reatly reduced or eliminated by the marital deduction* The law allows one*
half the value of the adjusted gross estate to puis to the surviving spouse test
free* To qualify, however, the property meet be given to the spouse outright or
other legal arranremente that are equivalent to outright ownership in law*
Property riven to the spouse for use during her lifetime and then to be passed on
to someone else is not considered to have been given outright.
furthermore, only a snail percent of all ranks considered proceeds from life
insurance and "etired Serviceman's Family Protection Han as part of one*s estate
for Federal estate tear purposes (labia hO). life insurance proceeds payable on
death of the insured are included within his estate unless it is payable to some
beneficiary other than the estate and the insured had no incidents of ownership
in the policy (right to cash it in, borrow on it, change beneficiaries, etc)* If
the officer has retired, the value of benefits under the ftetired Serviceman's Famlf
3y Protection Han is also included for Federal estate tax purposes* The value of
benefits under t his plan is determined by the age of the recipient at the time of
the death of the member and the amount the recipient or beneficiary receives*
"Present * orth" tables are used to determine the estate tax factor, and that fac*
tor multiplied by the annual amount to be received gives the value of the annuity
which must be included in the deceased member's gross estate for estate tax pur*
poses •' uch was the ease at the time of sending out the questionnaires*
In Itaroh, 1*66, the Fresident of the United state signed into law ( F.L.t$-365p
legislation designed to grant relief to servicemen covered under the Hstlred
"J* K* leaser, lour Income Sax (New Xerki Simon and Schuster, 1#65), P* 228*
^Jerri . :\ofort, Death Taxes and Lstate Planning* U.S. Department of the




Serviceman's Family Protection Plan. This law provides that no income tax will be
paid by retirees on the amount of money withheld to pay for an annuity for widows
and children although the survivor will have to pay the tax at a later date* Sec-
ondly, servicemen who have already paid income tax on the withheld money will be
able to get it back by offsetting it against future tax liability. Thirdly, when
disabled serviceman dies before reaching normal retirement age, his widow will
be able to exclude '5,000 in survivors benefits from her income tax return* And,
lastly, widows who collect an annuity will no longer have to pay a Federal estate
tax on the value of the annuity.^
Only a few of the officers surveyed were familiar with the Uniform Gifts to
Minors Act presently adopted by It? states and the District of Columbia or the Model
3ift law as it is known in Alaska, Georgia and New Jersey (Table !£)• This Act
ar law makes it possible in any state to make gifts to minors without formal trust
:>r guardianship complications* The gifts made are irrevocable and the income re-
vived from securities or investments given under the Uniform Act is taxable to
;he minor-owner currently, not to the donor or custodian, unless the income is
ised to relieve a legal obligation of the parent. The income need not be distrib-
uted but ma;; be accumulated for the child until age 21 or expended in those areas
inhere it is not the parent *s obligation to provide*1^ Of particular interest world
» the use of such funds for the child's college education. The following is in
clarification of this point t
• **in the area of higher education, it is safe to
saythat the parent's obligation to provide support for
education would end, in every state, prior to the college
level**.
1 Navy Times, ^arch 23, 1966, p. 1.
^Siefert, op* cit ., p. 213
•

The amount of trust income used in paying the
tuitional cost ox a college education for tiie child
would not be taxable to the parent because the pay-
ments do not discharge any legal obligation imposed
upon the parents by local law. However, the parent
would be ciargeable with the portion of trust income
d in paying the child's room and board at college,
since these payments would be in disciiarge of his
legal obligation to provide support* 12
The use of such a device as the Uniform \ct has its obvious tax advantages
both with regard to tax on income and on estate. There is little advantr il
the donor is out of debt himself • Of interest was the fact that over half of
those officers knowedgeable of the Uniform Act had also considered it as a means
of establishing an education fund for their children (Table 1*2).
SavingsAnvestments
As mentioned in the previous discussion of estate planning, savings and in-
vestments are integral parts of the overall plan. In addition to the longer range
outlook there is the ever present need for a contingency fund for use during un-
foreseen emergencies such as illness or death in the family or any number of situ-
ations. It has been recommended by one authority on the subject of personal fi-
nance that a serviceman with a family should accumulate an amount of money equal
to one month's basic pay to cover dislocation costs or in order to be financially
prepared for unforeseen, but almost inevitable, emergenciesA3 The response to
this particular question in the survey indicated that 705* of the officers had ac-
cumulated the necessarv amount and 16% had almost readied the goal (Table U3)«
Over 91% of the officers surveyed were saving to some extent for long term
needs such as education of children and retirement income and nearly 80f:'< of this
12siefert, op. cit ., p. 213.
^Associates in the Social Sciences, Dept. of Social Sciences, I . S# Military
Academy, tfest Point, N.Y., Principles of Personal Finance for Service Personnel
(Harrisbur-, Sa.j The Stackpole Company, 1$\$) 9 ;>p. 117-11°.

is
group MM doirrj coona Byeteaatic *»eir :os IUi and h$)* She answers received
in the previous question regardirv \*ids indicated 70$ had a
had almost accumulated the desired amount, for a total af 86£. A portion of the
indicatinc that thay Here caving for e n of children or retirement fvnds
oust have crnsidered the contingency fund as part of this long ranee savins pro-
gram. Mo doubt a third motive for saving tiould be to provide an estate for d»-»
pendente after death. The hoarding of cash is rxst the practical way to eaves
therefore, the obvious answer if some type of investment that will grow or earn
a return. Present day interest rates paid by Series E covernment bonds, crodlt
unions, bank savings, and savings and loan associations are in excess of h% and
some sj nlgj) as ! «. voney so invested in the above savings institutions are dif-
ferentiated from other investments by their relative safety and liquidity and by
the fact that they are under eone type of state or Federal control. Iysvestr^nts
in these institutions do not provide a hedge against the chancing purchasing power
of the dollar, as they provide for the return of a fixed number of dollars of
principal reoarcEosr of the value of the dollar.^ A relative^ snail pereei
of the officers had oavit^e in the above institutions (Table U6).
^3xS.lo Safety ; ra: liquidl **t be the primary consideration for si-ort term
programs, a progran fbr the distant future shouU be built around invoetrkiits
that provide for maintenance of purclsaeirr power and increased rate of return.
Other criteria r.d M bo diversification, flexibility, supervision or rmrketaJxtli-
ty. For the prudent investor, etcclcs of publicly held companies or corporations
offer an attractive nedium to obtain tliis coal* >r the average submarine of*
floor who spends much of Ids Vine at sea and is unable to follow the market, a
planned program of periodic investment or rtdcllar-cost-averaging" is an investment
^tonaldson and Ffahl, op. cit .s r • . l?l-17b.
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method designed to eliminate not only tirainc of security purchases but also most
or factors froxi coxBidsratien ly tho investor* This requires that a predeter-
mined epeciiie a-wunt be invested periodically in a selected security or small
group of securities and that these periodic purchases be continued over a pro-
longed period of time* ^nrestment intervals are usually months or quarterly but
can be set up to suit tlie investor*
hhesn&ieftl advantages to tH^12a]>cost-avoaagii%.- ft is that more shares
can be purcnased for the same amount during periods when the market is depressed
and lew shares will be purchased when the market is high* Over the long term the
investor is assured of a low average cost per share*
Seme objections to this program are the inflexibility of it since during
periods of prosperity the amount invested should not increase; the program must
continue uninterrupted for a long period of at least a major business cycle and
the commission rates for email purchases arc nuch higher than for larger ones*
For example, the comaission for a £50 purchase is "3 or &% and for a ^300 purchase.
it is VC or 2J5* This problem can be avoided by lcsigthening the interval between
purchases thereby accim&atin^ larger svsns*
The Kev York stock Exchange *s Honthly Investment Plan and open-end mutual
funds investment programs operate on the principle of ,"dol?nxjost-aver«ging M*l5
less than one-half of officers surveyed indicates a Lnowledge or familiari-
ty with the principle of ^ollar-cost-«iveraging H or tht '..onthly Investment Man
{ Tables !£ and $L) even though* in the opinion of the author, for a group whose
income and living conditions should have a high degree of stability , t'ds t: ps of
program would be well-suite, .
The question pertaining to ravings and Loan Association showed a high degree
*3c* iiussell Dome and K« C, iferwood, I Sow to invest v&sejy (Great Larrington,
% American Institute for ^conatdo Research* 195 T3 : y» 110-11*

sa
of interest in safety and guarantee by the United States Government. Of least
interest, strangely ©noisgh, was an Association which paid interest to date of
withdrawal therefor© insuring: nc lose of income because of unscheduled require-
nents (Table £2)*
There appears to be a strong tendency on the part of the officers questioned
to rent private houses or occupy public ouartersAcusing instead of buying thoir
own hone (Tables 53 > Sh and £5). A large percentage of those owning consider
this as a form of investment at present, although they do not necessarily try to
buy wlionever ix>seible at each duty station. The advantage and disadvantages of
owning vary with the individual depending on cise of family, length of tour, and
other factors*
Consumer Credit
A study of the responses to questions on consumer credit would imply tliat
the submarine officers surveyed showed a strong tendency to be conservative with
regard to credit. For ersmple, over 6&% of the officers seldom or never used re-
volving credit plans (Table £6 )• Although about 6&% purchased large items such
as automobilos and ma^or appliances on time, about 85$ (of 153) •^shopped 1' around
for the ciiearxjat money and did not. finance through the seller at his rates (Table*
59-62). Only in the case of those officers using tiie revolving credit plan did
the trend swing iron conservatism (Table 5?) and this was because the plan was
used for convenienee sake and the payments were considered reasonable*
Revolving credit in its simplest version combines the convenience of a 30-
day cliarge account with the special advantage of instalment buying* The customer
has an outside limit on what he can charge and these limits are determined by his
monthly payments, tor-time the balance falls below the outside limit new goods
could be bourht on credit until the maximum %ms reached again* More sophisticates
:
versions of this basic plan are available in many stores* lbs going charge for

nost revolving credit accounts (some revolving acccvnte charge no intersect if paid
5 or h no* . Ml the taipaid balance or 18'! a : ear* This
plan majr he convenient bat is it reasonable?16
Over ?3? of the subjects stated that they knew what true anrtual interest rata
was charred sing ^barge 11 op ,^eaBy*credit ,, plans (Table 58). An interest*
ing research prefect was undertaken by i Thomas Juster and tfobert i . shay of the
National Bureau of Lconcmic Research to detem one i£ the consumer was aware of the
annual interest rate paid for various types installment purchases*
A large group of families were surveyed to obtain detailed figures on recent
instalment loans. "These included the price of the item bought, the cash down pay-
ment, siae and number of monthly payments and the lite* They were also isked to
state tin* interest rate they had paid* The research team computed the annual in*
tercet rate for each transaction and compared their results with the borrower's
estimate* Estimates plus or minus 2% of the correct figure were counted as cor*
rect* Only 1§£ of the replies were* Tor Hadd*cn" or MiscountM rates the esti-
nates of these rates wore accepted as correct oven though in real*. annual
interest rate on tlieee loara is about double the quoted rate* A 6% (todd*onn
mounts up to appreximatol,, IS1 annual interest* An estimate of (>% was counted corf*
rect but still only lQ% of the replies were correct*
The group of 1$0 iamilies supplied estimates which averaged • U the
eeouostLsts calculated faef in?, aid 23—' . Rn follewii^; formula
gives a uoarV precise answer to annual interest rates
s
TTTi)
• the annual interest rat
M * the number of payment poriods in a year*
L * tiie finance cost in dollars* ba ease of a credit purchase*
subtract the cash price of tlie loerehandise from the total you
*ay - down payment plus all payments*
P * the anoint of credit advanced*
- number of instalments*
^••All about credit", Changing Timos*Vol* 17, Mft« 3(1$63), pp. 35-38*




Concxsier credit has been the subject of many discussions in recent ; eare
both at the state and national level* At the state level there have been a series
of legislative efforts to make 'Credit charge", "service charge", "carrying
charge" or the proper name, "interest costs" subject to regulation, Thus far,
several states have passed controlling lave. New York being one, but this is not
too widespread.1^
The Department of Defense recognised the need for controls in this area and
issued on September 29, 1965 Department of Defense Directive Lumber 13UU.7, sub-
ject* "Personal Commercial Affairs".
The purpose of this Directive is to prescribe
uniform Defense policy governing personal commercial
transactions and related matters involving members of
the Armed Forces t to safeguard and promote the wel-
fare and interests of such personnel as consumers
j
and to observe the policies etated in reference (a)
with special emphasis to be given to the serviceman
in his "...rights to safety...to be informed*. .to
choose (and) to be heard. • •"
The indicated reference was*
(a) Message of the .-resident to the Congress*
February 5, 190* (H.R. Coc. 220, 88th Cone.,
2nd Sess.), "The American Consumer"
Tlie age-old doctrine of "let the buyer beware" is still in effect in the
commercial world but on Department of Defense installations, at least, this may
be changed to "Let the seller make full disclosure".
^oc. dt .» Vol. 17, Ho. 3,

SUMI&HS: CONCUSSIONS AHD Rti(XMtfi23*?XC)NB
Conclusions
In the Introduction ciiapter the purpose of this thesis was defined as a study
to determine, to wtiat extent, a randomly selected group of submarine officers •
personal affairs were in order* She results of this study were to he compared
with the limited data available from the TIIRSSRBR survey in hopes of determining
what Improvement, if any, had been made in this area since 15*63 . An across-the-
board comparison could not be nade in all areas surveyed due to the lack of spe-
cific data on the TI5HESHBR officers or other comparable groups of that tine*
The THRESHER sample in the ranks of lieutenant (Junior Grade) • lieutenant
Commander was not sufficiently large to constitute a valid sample from a statis-
tical standpoint of the submarine officer population in 1963 • Fortunately, the
backgrounds of the THRESHER officers compared favorably tilth those of the offi-
cers surveyed in the comparable ranks . The author doubts, for that natter, if a
lftxger sample would have shown any major differences in age and education since
the selection system for submarine training has varied little in the past few
years* There was onl a small difference in the marital status and dependency
categories, these being outside the control of the Uvy.
The discussions and comparison In Chapter in were based purely on the numeri-
cal results as shown in Chapter II and with as little intersection of personal
opinion as possible* Expert opinion, on the other hand, was utilised when
to clarify points or to elaborate upon certain areas of interest* Since this

ft
study has boon divided Into major categories, conclusions will be dream where
possible along these sams lines, with emphasis being place on insurance* estate
planning and savir* s/lnveotments •
tent
The backgrounds of THnMMHM officers were basically the sane as for
subject officers of ccnparable rank as veil as for the overall group*
Insurauicu
1* The average amounts of insurance carried by subject officers of con-
parable rank exceeded that of THKBSfER officers by nearly ;31o,S(X>* The overall
average exceeded the aiffiESHLR average by about £20,000* Seme rl0,OOO of the
above figures may be attributed to the Servicemen's Group Insurance which became
effective in September 1°65* There has boon a large percent increase in the
amount of insurance carried by submarine officers during the past 32 months*
2* In most instances the recommended minimum life insurance for officers
in each rank with specified number of dependents, as advocated by Navy Mutual Aldj
was either equalled or exceeded,
3* Nearly 100JS of the officers indicated that beneficiaries for inot ranee
were named in accordance with their current desires*
it* Many officers considered the cash value of permanent plan insurance to
be similar to cash savings (assuming policy is not surrendered) possibly without
giving thought to the fact that to use the cash value interest must be paid to
the insurance company*
5* A majority of the officers realised that discounts were given for pay-
ing insurance premiums on an other than monthly basis* Yet only 17 •!•£*. for ex*
ample, pay premiums on an annual basis* ierhaps the convenience of the allotment
outweighed the tax-free savings of the discount*
6* There was an overall decrease in the number of subject officers carry-
ing Navy Mutual dd insurance as compared with THRESHER officers while there was
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very little difference in the numbers carrying Armed Forces belief end Ueneiit
insurance* Both organisations are non-profit, iion-commercial ^sedations formed
to provide military personnel with cheap* reliable insurance and should be among
the first insurance taken out by a naval officer* Other non-profit, non-commer-
cial tern insurance is available through Cnifonatd Services I3enefit Association
and military Benefit Association at comparable rates*
?• A large Majority of the officers, based on their present status, con-
sidered their insurance coverage adequate*
^stai-^ i-lanninfl
1* There was a narked increase in the number of subject officers having
wills as compared with TH8BS!£R officers, although anything leas than total par*
ticipation should be considered unsatisfactory• About one-fourth of the officers*
wives had wills* liofc all officers or wives laving wills considered the wills to
be valid, and admitted it. Quite possibly other of the wills were invalid with-
out the maker of the will being aware of it* A relatively small proportion of
subtest officers were familiar with the laws of their state of residence with re-
gard to dying intestate (without leaving a will)*
2* About tiiree~£ourths of the subject officers and their wives having wills
had reviewed these wills recently* This should be done, if possible, about every
two years*
3. Although 70$ of the officers surveyed had taken steps to plan their es-
tates and 62,5$ had sought professional advice on this matter there appeared to be
a general lack of knowledge in the area of estate taxes* Only 26.3# of the offi-
cers knew at what vb&vb one's estate becomes subject to estate tases while a rela-
tive few knew that life insurance proceeds, as well as Retired Servioenan's fami-




h* Those officers familiar tdth tiw Uiiiform Gifts to Minors Act veto in
the great minority although about cne-lnlf of that nurabor liad consicforod using
this Unifoxm A.ct as a near* of establishing an educational fund for their children
f
Savings/Investments
1« A largo majority of the officers had or had almost accumulated a con-
tingency fund equal to one months base pay in order to be financially prepared
for unforeseen emergencies*
2* Over half of the officers were saving for long term needs such as educa-
tion of children and for their retirement Income* Nearly BO% of tide group saved
on a sy sternal., odulo*
3* Ko definite trend tjas noted in the saving habits of the officers, with
regard to types of savings or investments.
b« Those investing In Series E bonds did so for safety reasons | apprecia-
tion and hedge against inflation -was the primary reason for investing in common
stocks uiiile professional management and diversification were paramount for t
mutual fund purchasers.
Less than ono-foalf of the officers wars familiar with the principle of
'ttollar-cost-averaging" and the Hontbly Xnvestmsnt flan oiforod by member firms
of the liew Xork Stoek Locchange*
For tlaose officers investing in Savings and Loan Associations returns
coupled with a guarantee by the United States Government 9 were uppexmost in their
7* Of the married officers 37*82 owned their present home yet nearly
three-fourths of tl* entire group considered owning a home as a form of invest-





ioueh over $& of the offices*? indicated that they seldom or novnr
used the revolving credit plan those that did make use of this plan did bo be-
cause they t the payments wore reasonable and it was convenient* These is
some question in the author's mind regarding the interest rate of 1B% as being
reasonable*
2* 2he question "do you know what true annual interest rate is chained
when you use 'charge* or 'easy-credit • plans" received a response of 73*3% for
"yea* and 11*53 for "sometimes"* The author must* of course, tafas the answers at
face value since sufficient evidence to the contrary is lacking.
3* A large majority of the officers purchased items even as ai&omohilee,
major appliances or boats on time payments and the creator percentage of these
paid close attention to financing in order to obtain best interest rates etc*
It* Only 3*3''' of the officers failed to read the fine print of purchase
contracts to insure that they were aware of their obligations under that contract*
"ecommendations
It has not been the intention of the author* in this thesis* to suggest the
amount oi insurance an officer should carry or how he should plan Ids estate, in-
vest his none;, or spend Ids money* It is hoped that in addition to presenting
the results of the survey* an added result of this effort would be to stimulate
the reader into delving further into certain of these areas where Ids planning is
and to do something about it* It ig most important that qvgx^ officer take
action to initiate* and continually review* a planned financial program for
himself and his family* ibis is the way to pave the "road to financial independ-
ence" and family security with concrete action rather than with the "rubble of




.-.s'Ji-jal affairs" aro .just what the isamo Implies ana the responsibility for
proper maintenance of these affairs rests soloOy or* the individual conoeroe
This ie not to say tliat one should not seek counsel or r-idance £raa his superiors
bub just the opposite* Host proixLeae are not new ones and much ean be gained
flrora -the experiences of others*
In view of the very nature of ^personal affairs" it is doubtful whether a
serviceman could be directed to carry a prescribed mirrixoun amount 01 insurance*
Bake a will or save in accordance with a proscribed schedule;* Enforcing such a
directive would be iiipoflcibls* Ihero um9 in the opinion of the author, certain
things that could be dons to assist those not inclined in this direction* Host
of the recommendations would require sane e. at the scsswnr or higher level*
Hsceswendations axe as follows t
1* Ccrsaand interest (suasion} i form of individual or group discus-
sions mi^ht be Just the thing needed to overcome inertia, Ionics could be the
?ia;}or headings of the questionnaire contained In Appendix I* Source material
night be any number of excellent books and periodicals available on tl&se sub*
jecte. or examples
Ko« to Invest, by Herrill Lynch, Pierce* Fenner & Smith* ?0 Pint
street, 5eur Voris, ;.'• Y*, Free
How to Buy Stocks
«
by Louis Engel* Bantam Books* %35
Principles of Baigsonal Finance* by Associates in the Social Sciences*
United %atei tuwy imtmr.y 9 rhe stackpoXs Scnptngr* BaanrUtomm$
Bennsr/lvania, ?2.00
How to Avoid Financial Tangles , by She American Institute for Economic
Besesrch* Great Barrlr$tcn,Tiass*$ 1.0C
American Institute for Economic Ifesearch* Groat Barrington 9 asc,
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2* 3st the Office of the Judge Advocate General to distribute to each
cormnd a pa
-njjla . . . will for each of the ^5 states and
District of Columbia oooesait* instructions for executing the will* »
Tide publics
-ndd bu c lue to units not liavins ready access to the legal
stance office*
3* Tinlse a legal/estate planning teem on each naval base to visit ships,
as requested by the Cava Officer, for the purpose of briefing members of the
ehip^c Compaq? on sueh subjects as wills, trusts, or estate matters*
k* The individual should be made to realise that estate ;.'.
.
• It is much too complex for the average person to per-
form compel or adequate.' ( ther it be in insurance, wills, investments,
etc., the individual j^iculd ce
- rover possible, the advice and assistance of
professionals in those fields*
In coccl'ja
The road to financial '^dependence f'**«i3 all too
often paved with the rubble of good intentions and bor-
the soft shoulders of procrastination* The
failure of so many people to plan constructively for
their own and their families' future is an all too com-
mon tragedy* It is especially tragic today '**» simple
and c ve Methods of estate building are widely
•
Arthur
^Arthur .'iesenberger, Investment Cornnarrflee (17th ann* ed*j Hew iorici
esenberger & Compare, 1257 ;» p. !>"!•

.TO i Cutonrine viflcers
The loea of ?HK£S2i&R revealed a weakness on the part of Its personnel in
the area of personal affairs* A0 part of my studies in t a Fi-
nancial I'-anagement -iT^ran, The George Washington Iniverslu , ashington, D. U*,
explorirr t offort to determine how efficiently we, ae sub-
mariners, manage our personal affairs*
loeed is a questionnaire which is the core of this stufy* Each officer
recciTi:;- a questionnaire lias been picked on an Impartial and random basis* but
as part of a definite sample sise* ihereiore, return of the questionnaire is of
utmost Importance for meaningful and valid otv
Your participation ic completely anonvnouf* • There is no way to determine
your identic from tl» answers provided, and no attempt will be made to do so*
Responses will be treated only in statistical deecr3.ptions and comparisons*
If I lilce to have a brief swwtry of the results of the study when
availaole, please indicate* In so doing* if you wish to remain anonymous, simply
send your rem-est on a separately nailed postcard*
A Dolf-addressed envelope is snclacod for your use* The value of this staffer
will be greatly increased if resondents provide j
1* a candid answer to every queetlonj
2* as prompt completion as possible for* as usual, wsere exists, as usual,
definite deadline*? to meet*
Therefore, your prompt and honest appraisal of yourselves would be greatly
appreciated! and I hoi©* beneficial to all oi us*
y respect
/s/ Daniel I* Bailey
A/ ianLel U JSilsy
Commander, > . * •
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Personal I inancial ranagement Questionnaire
for aibrnarino Officere
are requested to answer the following qiostione, cheddLnc or entering
'. • "-.-•.- msw • .
^ ' a rrjatGd 1 lvi'il'SSi
dovod
3. Age » 20-25 26-30 31-35 36-60,
_ t
10.-1& U6-5
h» Number of dependeiAst 1 2 3
„ J „
h 5
High; /tc i'.ac!^lGr 1 c denree
,
Sow




have an up-to-date document in custody of a co r»
eon, in a safety deposit box, or the like, that lists where your important papers
such as w£l~ w)g lamranee etc. a found? "^es^.^ W
7» nt of your sudden death does ycur wife or some other person
have knowledge of your personal financial affairs? Yes Ko
8« your wife presently (or periodically) employed?
is
w
answer to question 8 Is yes, does che worits
In order to pay famll mmmm
b« In order to purchase IwWJ items not presently within
judget?
. .
c« Because she has spare time and wants to be occupied?
,
II. Insurance •
1. Total amount of insurance on ycur life is I •
• ::roup insurance I
b# In term insurance $ •
c* In ordinary life insurance
__^
d» In limited payment life insurance ;
2* Have you designated beneficiaries for above insurance in accord-
ance with your current desires? Yes . !*o_
3. Many differences exist between term and permanent type insurance*
Do you consider yourself fairly knowledgeable with regard to advantages and
62





I)o you use permanent plan insurance as a raeane for "forced
_.
:$tncial plan ^os, do you consider the cash
value of your permanent plan insurance to be similar to cash savings (assuming
os No Net £j\.ro
SjBfllaahla i
cm m pay Check tiy as as©




i .'juvence companies s-
count lor ieying premiums on a quarterly p nerd-annual or annual basin?
S mm Ho
Have yea. led the net; ns of each policy recently
to insure that with change In age of dependents* or for other reasons* the methods




$• Do you have insurance coverage withi (clack where applicable)
_w r*vy Mutual Aid
6. Check those areas that you attenpted to assure coverage of under
your present life insurance plan:
mt
jal coverage (beneficiaries can dispose of payment as they
see fit)
i
Adjustment period (immediately after your death)
n i
lionthly living inccne
tmm^m ray off jaortga^p on heme
mm^ Educational needs of children
?• Do you have specific education insurance on your children?
Yes No Amount
'






1* Do you have a will? Yea No
T ces your wife have a will? \

will valid in your state of residence?
a UUVQ









2u iiavo you reviewed your will recently in the light of changed cir-
sumstancer
a* Birth or adoption Odren since the will was signed*
• Death of any beneficiaries*
c. Death, age, failing powers or lack of qualification of per*





i>. i-art of estate planning wouki be to decide your family *o income re*
juiraratsntsj nment ! 3a to widow end children as well
us lump sum payments j detewdne how much insurance and/or investments will be re*
jtdred income requirements and the






I you aware at what valve your estate becomes subject to estate
lifceritance t - .- :\ nc Ret mam
?• 1 estate tax pur,oser would you consider the following
proceeds as part of your estate?
Life 5.nsurance? "Sea No Koi sure
.ired Serviceman* c~" ~$roteet:: ' <j*1
m Tfo iJot sure
niii
_
• m you familiar with the Uniform Gift to Kino-re
Yes Ms,
If answer to question 8 is yes, have you considered this as a
neans of establishing an education ?vnd for your cldldren? Yes No
j
IV ,,lnr-;s/Inves^t>gts>
!• Have you accumulated a contingency fund roughly equal tc one month »a
pay (or more rdor to be financially prepared for unforeseen eicxijenoies?
traost
2. In place of (or in addition to) life ijisuranee income are you now
saving for long term needs such as education of children and your own retirement
Income? Yes To some extent Bo

(6
a* Do you do so systematical!,- (regular deposits or invest-
ments)? Yes Ho





_^ iiarik savings account
mmmmm




liutual funds - loaded
.^
Mutual funds • no load
.
iteal estate
c« ho jou buy Series I bonds fori
Patriotic reasons rafety of investment Good return
d. hy do you buy common stocks?
Good return Capital appreciation Safety
iff against Snflation
e* QF do you buy rxutual funds?
Good return Capital appreciation Cafety
Diversification rrofessional management
Hede© against Inflation
f • Are you faiiiliar idth the principle of tklollar-co6t«<averac;lng
"
Yes No Somewhat
C« Are you aware of the Ifonthly Investment I Ian offered by
member firms of the Dew York Stock Exchange for purchase of individual stocks in
amount of %0 or more per month or quarter? Yes No Somewhat
3* Bo you "shop" around for the Savings and Loan Association that
»
(check as many as are applicable)
mmmmm
Fays the highest return?
mtmmm frays interest to date of withdrawal?
mmmm Is insured by agencies of U*8, Government?
mmmm Is most convenient?
,
Fays interest quarterly?
2u Do you own your present home? Yes Ito
£• Do you consider buying a home as a form of investment?
"ies
n n Mo ;|| m If answer is yes, do you normal3y buy a home at
duty stations wherever possible? Yes Do
V Consumer Credit s
!• Do you use the revolving credit plan available at most stores?
Alva s (occasionally teldem Uever
2* If you do use the revolving credit plan, is it because* (chock
applicable)
Honey is not available to pay cash and the item is a neces-
sity?
__
Money is net available to pay cash and the item is considered





It is convenient and payments are reasonable?
3» Do you know what true annual interest rate is charged when you
use "charge" or "easy -credit " plans?
Yes No Sometimes
h» Do you purchase large items such as automobiles, major appliances*
or boats on time payments? Yes No
Yes No Sometimes
If "res"
a* Do you "shop" around for cheapest
money or credit?
___
b. Do you make the purchase on basis
of small down payments, small
monthly payments, without regard to
true interest rates?
___
c« Do you finance through the seller
at his rates? .r M
5. VJhen signing a purchase contract do you always read the fine




Front Ccoaander Denial L. lailep, l. B* llavy
Tot Ccnaandiug Officer* US8
fubj t Personal Financial Management Questionnaire for cub larine
:Cicerej forwarding of
:.ncli Questionnaires
1* Bequest you have a copy of enclosed questionnaire delivered
to each of below naaed officers for completion and oar3y return t
2* Tour cooperation in tide matter is greatly appreciated.
/s/ Daniel L. Ballsy
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